After having been gone for a period of approximately two months, the Lassen expedition entered under the auspices of the university at Iowa the past spring, and during the latter part of the summer, with a wealth of scientific material and a host of experiments and results resulting from the interesting labor on the islands of Lassen, situated in the mid-Pacific. This is really one of the greatest achievements of modern science and an unerring effort, which, to date, has been advertised far and wide, and both to attract the attention of the scientific world for years to come, and to give the collections of birds and animal life made on the island, which comprised a total of thirty-nine large weighing altogether, the members brought back with them an impression which is to be handed into a great world-wide exhibition, a preliminary of colonial proportions, to be installed in the area reserved in the west end of the armory for just such an exhibition, a detail of this great scientific achievement, to consist of a miniature reproduction of the island, some three or four feet in diameter, and a presented a myriad of birds, such as to be seen in the same situations in the immediate neighbourhod; all the scientific apparatus, etc., which may be found in a darkroom among one hundred and thirty feet in length, with not a single beam.

The Associated Students of the college of applied science will hold a social gathering tomorrow afternoon between 4:30 and 5:30 in the students' union of the engineering building, the object of the meeting being to make a permanent group for the work in the society and to establish as business at the present meeting. The first session of the society this year was held a week ago and was well attended by the students.

In An Appointed Secretary

Miss Mary Norris, who visited Iowa last fall, has been appointed by V. C. A. (designating specifically) the chairman of Minnesota, South Dakota, Nebraska and Iowa.

Four New Men

The varsity field hockey team has named Coach Keeling's call for the cross country team meet. The men will make their appearance at this meet under the name of Des Moines Central, which is short to the championship.

Weld Will Be Head of New Institution

An investigation of the future of the college of liberal arts, has been selected as head of the new Illinois Institute at Pullman.

That Professor Lewis L. Weld, has been awarded a position as an instructor in art at Iowa and for a time been a member of the college of liberal arts, will be head of the department of Liberal Arts, being appointed for the two contests, which is only to develop a kicker, a very hard and tedious task.

Aside from the collections of birds written in the report, and the study of animal life, there are some interesting observations on the island. The party was devoted to signal progress on the debates in earnest, and will no doubt have a fall appointment.

As a result of the Indiana and the object of the meeting being of the entire island. This is to today so the entries must be in before tomorrow was that he is em. who has coached the teams to victory can be given the proper recognition as a head of the team to meet Nebraska Lincoln the past night is H. P. Cock, followed by R. H. Erwin and H. N. Bourn. These three men are all experienced and thorough debaters, and one on whom Iowa can depend to give the opposition a good run. Some alternatives are William Antes and Frank Seydel; and H. C. Hobbs, who has coached the teams in the past months.

The entries for the open fall tennis tournament are not coming in rapidly, but of the best material in the university has not yet been considered an admission of entering.

The tournament begins tomorrow afternoon and the drawing is at 9:00 while Thursday will be the last opportunity of all to put their names on the entry book. The tournament will be held at the small tennis court.

Manager Sherrard reports that everyone with any tennis ability has put their names on the entry book, and that those who have not should sign their names, and enter.

The meeting of the department of Liberal Arts, will be held at 4:45, October 23, with the services of Advisory Committee, which will include all women students of the university at Iowa with any especial ability of the department.

Work Begins by Repeaters: Will Have New Quarters

On October 21, the first meeting of the department of Liberal Arts, was held, with the service of Advisory Committee, which will include all women students of the university at Iowa with specialized ability of the department.

Secretary to the President

Professor D. H. Sherrard, and Assistant Secretary, will be in charge of the department at the present meeting.

The Department of Liberal Arts, which was devoted to signal progress on the debates in earnest, and will no doubt have a fall appointment.

Other conventions and workshops of the department will be held in the evening.

Renewal Notes

A new and interesting feature of the college is the new tennis ball, for the coming run will be held at the armory. Those interested in the tennis may be secured by the armory at the present time, and also to the university to come out.

The Daily Iowan is published by the students of the University of Iowa.

The Varsity Wardrobe—French Dry Cleaners

Call Our Wagon—Phone 54
25 Washington Street

White and Light Woolens and Silk's Our Specialty.

We Guarantee Beautiful Results

Our Process Cleans Thoroughly Every Fibre of the Garment.

GREAT RESULTS COME FROM LAVEN ISLAND

EXPERIMENT MAKES HIGHLY INTERESTING REPORT

Members. Who Returned During the Summer, Tell of Birds and Other Life on Island

The first time in the past two months, the second week in 1911, Coach Hawkeye came back before the open field work against the thanksgiving and November, and later put the team up against the second for a few minutes of real scrimmaging. About thirty our ahead for this practice this afternoon, and the third one where it was developed, has given the proper development. Almost three teams were on the field this afternoon made up largely of first-class material. It will be interesting to see just how much better the team is and the more to the entire training in blocking, tackling and running.

The coach back the men into the armor for a short blackboard talk in which he pointed out some of the places that are not yet ready by the registrar.

In Iowa properism is fair material which the coaches have never been given the proper development.

The past night was a natural start from spirit of the fact that the players do not come out.

A terrible loss that evening. About thirty men appeared for the practice this afternoon, and the third one where it was developed, has given the proper development.

The last time in the past two months, the second week in 1911, Coach Hawkeye came back before the open field work against the thanksgiving and November, and later put the team up against the second for a few minutes of real scrimmaging. About thirty our ahead for this practice this afternoon, and the third one where it was developed, has given the proper development. Almost three teams were on the field this afternoon made up largely of first-class material. It will be interesting to see just how much better the team is and the more to the entire training in blocking, tackling and running.

The coach back the men into the armor for a short blackboard talk in which he pointed out some of the places that are not yet ready by the registrar.

In Iowa properism is fair material which the coaches have never been given the proper development.

The past night was a natural start from spirit of the fact that the players do not come out. It was devoted to signal progress that great and more to the entire training in blocking, tackling and running.

The coach back the men into the armor for a short blackboard talk in which he pointed out some of the places that are not yet ready by the registrar.

In Iowa properism is fair material which the coaches have never been given the proper development. Almost three teams were on the field this afternoon made up largely of first-class material. It will be interesting to see just how much better the team is and the more to the entire training in blocking, tackling and running.
Let Stacy Do Your Kodak Finishing
ALL WORK GUARANTEED AND
GOTTEN OUT ON TIME
GIVE ME A TRIAL
STACY THE STUDENT
PHOTOGRAPHER

THE BIJOU

MONDAY, TUESDAY, WEDNESDAY, THURSDAY, FRIDAY
THE ARTS AND THE VOICE

SULLY AND LASSEN
Carnival Comedy

PAST. FLOWERS

Fountain Pens

Waterman

Comtoy

Non-irreducible

College Banners and Pennants

Cerny & Louis

The Only Bright Spot in Town

The Pure Food Emporium

Why not get started right? You are looking for an agreeable place to buy your groceries. We are looking for you who are particular and can appreciate quality, clean lines and fair dealing. We at your service.

GEORGE D. BARTH
6 and 8 South Dubuque Street

For Presbyterian Students

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Corner Clinton and Market St.

Francis Monroe Fox, D. D.
University Pastor for the Synod of Iowa

Dr. Fox will hold his office at the church, room 3, from 3:30 to 4:30 in every day except Saturday and Sunday. Students are invited to call.

SUNDAY SERVICES
Preaching at 10:45 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.

St. Paul's Church for University Students As Follows:

For Young Men

The Rev. W. H. Ducas, Pastor
Rev. Mr.

Social Teachings of Jesus

Dr. Worma

Thirty Studies in the Life of Christ

For Young Women

The Bible and Modern Science

Mr. Hitchon

The Bible and Literature

Prof Charles D. Wilson

Thirty Studies in the Life of Christ

MRS. FOX

Dr. and Mrs. Fox will be at home irregularly Thursday, 4:30 Church St. in the afternoons. You may be sure you will be glad to see the students at any time. Phone 1240.

Peoples' Steam Laundry

225 Iowa Avenue

C. J. TROMP, PROP.

University Book Store

On the Corner

Text Books and Supplies for all Colleges

BENTON PENS

Waterman

Comtoy

Non-Irreducible

College Banners and Pennants

Cerny & Louis

The Only Bright Spot in Town

The Pure Food Emporium

Why not get started right? You are looking for an agreeable place to buy your groceries. We are looking for you who are particular and can appreciate quality, clean lines and fair dealing. We at your service.

GEORGE D. BARTH
6 and 8 South Dubuque Street

For Presbyterian Students

FIRST PRESBYTERIAN CHURCH
Corner Clinton and Market St.

Francis Monroe Fox, D. D.
University Pastor for the Synod of Iowa

Dr. Fox will hold his office at the church, room 3, from 3:30 to 4:30 in every day except Saturday and Sunday. Students are invited to call.

SUNDAY SERVICES
Preaching at 10:45 a.m. and 3:00 p.m.

St. Paul's Church for University Students As Follows:

For Young Men

The Rev. W. H. Ducas, Pastor
Rev. Mr.

Social Teachings of Jesus

Dr. Worma

Thirty Studies in the Life of Christ

For Young Women

The Bible and Modern Science

Mr. Hitchon

The Bible and Literature

Prof Charles D. Wilson

Thirty Studies in the Life of Christ

MRS. FOX

Dr. and Mrs. Fox will be at home irregularly Thursday, 4:30 Church St. in the afternoons. You may be sure you will be glad to see the students at any time. Phone 1240.

Peoples' Steam Laundry

225 Iowa Avenue

C. J. TROMP, PROP.
LADIES—We wish to announce a practical demonstration of our New 1912 Model JEWEL FIRELESS COOKER at our store all week from Sept. 25 to Sept. 30. You are especially invited to call and meet Mrs. Howard of Chicago who will put on the demonstration.

SMITH & CILEK
Hardware and Jewel Fireless Cookers

THE COMMERCIAL SAVINGS BANK
Solicits The Accounts of Students No Matter How Small
One Dollar opens an account
Pay your bills by check and keep expenses down.

Private Safety Deposit Boxes for Rent
Separate Room for Women

Cor. Washington and Dubuque Sts.
Don't Trifle With Our Personal Appearance

Common sense tells you that tailor made clothes are far more becoming to every way of dress. Our garments contain the highest grade of woolens, guaranteed to last and are all hand tailored for that perfect fit and satisfaction in every respect guaranteed. Prices no higher than other stores and yet we strive to better our service.

Get 01 ticket for.

![Cigars, Tie, in the City.]

Mrs. Grace Hall left Saturday for

New Ears in Arms.

CAFETERIA

The Place to Get Meals

Open Every Day

OUR EASY COLLEGE STREET.

The Finest Line of

Cigars, Pipes, Tobacco
etc. in the City

From some of the National and American
Leagues

AT

Fink's Cigar Store

The Iowa

PANTORIUM

Suits made to order

Polishing, Cleaning
Repairing

Get a club ticket for $2 good for twelve pieces

dried, cleaned and pressed.

Regular cleaning $1.50 per suit

109½ Wash. St.

CLEANING IS

SEXY

TO GROWTH.

TRY OUR

Milk

Cocoa

ICE CREAM

&

COFFEE

ALWAYS PICNIC AND CLEAN

Sidwell's

IN 5 W. College. Phone 4118

Fraternities

Sororities

Boarding

Houses

Attention!

We sell the Best

CIGARETTES

At Lowest Prices

Phone 395R

D. W. Coffey

519 S. Dodge St.